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To Review:
The Elisabeth Kubler-Ross Model

• Denial

• Anger

• Bargaining

• Depression

• Acceptance
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The Oakton College Model

• Denial

• Anger

• Bargaining

• Depression

• Acceptance
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The Oakton College Model: Where are 
you?

• Pick a card with the stage that best represents 
where your College is right now.

• Once you have your card, line up along the 
color spectrum…..

Denial Anger Bargaining Acceptance Celebration
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• Assessment is going away 

• It’s a fad

• It’s meaningless

• I never had it when I was in school so students 
don’t need it now

• I was put in charge of assessment and felt 
exactly the same way!
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• Leadership changes in assessment
• HLC pressure
• Cultural changes
• Political landmine with release time
• Departments/faculty being held accountable for 

assessment for the first time
• Mid-/Senior faculty did not ‘grow’ up with this kind of 

accountability (e.g., LOS on syllabi, validating students 
are learning what we say they are learning)

• Assessment results will negatively reflect on my 
teaching/how I teach
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HLC wrote, “The assessment of student 
learning outcomes at the course level is 
inconsistent and at the program level is still in 
the earliest stages of development. Despite 
Higher Learning Commission expectations 
spanning more than a decade, assessment 
efforts do not exist as a plan or system with 
proper oversight and organization. Faculty 
engagement is insufficient for the complex 
work ahead. The college must re-define its 
commitment and approach to this work with 
coordinated leadership.”
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• How much release time can I have?

• Do I have to do this every year?

• What if I don’t do it?

• I am doing assessment in this one discipline 
area in my dept, so I don’t have to do it in 
other disciplines, right?
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• Saw power of clear learning outcomes

• Saw power of rubrics

• Shared success stories and changes in the 
teaching learning process

• Mentored by colleagues (faculty to faculty)

• Realized that assessment was not evaluation
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Three Steps to 

1. Processes/Procedures

•Changed forms
•Streamlined process: October 31
•Established rubric for evaluating plans
•Restructured team
•Integrated College Curriculum Committee with 

OPAL
•Included in hiring process and faculty contracts
•Made it fun!
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Three Steps to 
2. Education

• Shift in how we shared  information about assessment
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Three Steps to 
2. Education Cont’d

• Provided tutoring on assessment (faculty to faculty)
• Educated deans
• Brought assessment speakers to campus
• Sent faculty to conferences
• Created a Faculty Credential
• Discussed assessment at New Faculty Seminar
• Required annual OPAL Retreat
• Offered an Assessment Seminar
• Continued education of OPAL members at monthly 

meetings
• Made assessment fun!
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Three Steps to 

3. Communication

•Gave feedback and lots of it
•Communicated to every major college     

committee
•Distributed OPAL Gems
•Reorganized internal assessment website
•Provided fun giveaways!
•Made assessment fun!
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Assessment in the Faculty Life Cycle

I. Job 
Description

II. Interview III. Orientation

IV. Training
V. Service for 
Tenure and 
Promotion

VI. Mentor 
other Faculty 
or Join OPAL
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Will or Should?

At the completion of this course, students…

• Will be able to 

• Should be able to 

(identify, explain, demonstrate, develop, create)
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Celebration
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• Shift from begging people to having more applicants 
than slots available on OPAL.

• Dedicate time at Division meetings to celebrate 
emerging and best assessment practices.

• Host an assessment party/celebration at end of year

• Have non OPAL faculty present their emerging/best 
practices at Oakton and at local conferences.

• Coordinate college curriculum committee with OPAL.
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Thank you! Questions

• Nancy Prendergast, Dean of Skokie Campus, 
Assistant Vice President of Academic Affairs

• Ruth Williams, Chair and Professor of Biology
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